
Miaoli Juvenile Detention Center, Department of Corrections, Ministry of Justice 

 2020 " Multi-Course Service Plan_Inspired flute Life " Course  

  

Instructor Zhao introduces courses and guests Teacher demonstration 

  

The teenagers played with the teacher Look at the score and learn fingering 

  

Played the saxophone and shared it with the teenagers Director to care on site 



  

Certificate of Appreciation_Chairman of Wanshan 

Temple 

Certificate of Appreciation_Miaoli County 

Conservation Association 

  

Certificate of Appreciation_ Life Counseling Wanshan Temple gift idiom story 

 

6-hole treble ocarina with colorful colors 

 



Time：June 18, 2020, 14:00 to 16:00 

Location：Juvenile nursing home classroom 

The number of participants：8guests, 12 teenagers 

Organizer：Counseling Department 

Activity description： 

We cooperate with the Miaoli County Nursing Association, the Drug 

Control Center and the Student Life Counseling Association. Since May 

109, a "multiple curriculum service plan" with different themes is held 

every month. Accompany and guide the youngsters to explore, learn and 

master themselves. 

The theme of the course in June 109 is " Inspired flute Life ". They 

give the teenagers a 6-hole shape treble ocarina. At the same time, 8 idiom 

story books are presented for the teenagers to read. The boys got the 

modeling Ocarina and they were all playing with excitement. Under the 

leadership of the teacher, they learned the structure of Ocarina and the 

principle of pronunciation, and learn fingering. At the end of the course, 

someone can already play two short tunes. Supervisor Jiang of the Life 

Counselling Club performed two pieces of music "Moonlight in the City" 

and "Invisible Wings" with the saxophone.  

Director Liu of the Institute also attended the event and sent a letter of 

gratitude to the chairman of the Conservation Association, the supervision 

of the off-campus life guidance committee and the chairman of Wanshan 

Temple in Houlong Town, thanking them for their love for the young 

people. Encourage young people to cherish the care of their families and 

society, contact and learn in many ways, and find a bright path for 

themselves. 


